SPU MANILA WELCOMES SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PAULINIANs

The latest count of Senior High School Students in St. Paul University Manila is 650.

Sr. Evangeline Anastacio, SPC, University President, said “We attribute it to the TEAMWORK and COOPERATION of all the PAST and PRESENT set of Sisters, administrators, faculty members, staff, personnel, alumni, and students of St. Paul University Manila, who have established and maintained an excellent image and name of the school; and to the efforts of Sr. Felicitas Bernardo, SHS Principal, Dr. Jennifer Olivar, the Director of the STAR (Strategic Turn Around or the Marketing Office) and Ms. Loti Abad, the Marketing Assistant, who painstakingly campaigned in almost all the public and private schools of Manila, Pasay, Parañaque, and the neighboring cities and municipalities. Congratulations to the whole St. Paul University Manila academic community! Praise God for His goodness to us through the years.”

Here are some pictures of the first day of school for the Senior High School students:

Sr. Felicitas welcoming the students... (above) ...and SHS students getting to know one another
CHED CERTIFIES SPU MANILA AS DELIVERING HEI

As mentioned in an earlier Inter-Office Bulletin, the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) has certified SPU Manila as a Delivering Higher Education Institution during the K to 12 Transition Period.

SPU Manila is one of the 149 schools in the Philippines granted by CHED to be a DHEI. There are only 34 DHEIs in NCR.

In connection with CHED Memorandum Order NO.4 Series of 2016 (Guidelines for Graduate Education Delivery in the K to 12 Transition Period), the Commission has approved the second of three batches of participating institutions, particularly as delivering higher education institutions (DHEIs) of programs under the K to 12 Transition Program of the Commission. The programs will be delivered starting academic year 2016-2017.

In SPU Manila, the approved programs are listed in the poster on the right.

SPU MANILA HRM STUDENTS SHINE IN MABFEX

Hotel and Restaurant Management students who participated in the Manila Foods and Beverages Expo (MAFBEX) 2016 bagged a number of prizes: Champion-Food Styling and Photography, 3rd Place- Cupcake Challenge, Cooking Demonstration, Pasta Live Competition and Cake Decoration.

MAFBEX 2016 (Manila Foods and Beverages Expo), Philippines’ premier food event, brings together leading firms to showcase their diverse foods and beverages.
MAFBEX is a must-attend for companies that deal with foods and beverages as well as individuals who would like to interact on a one-to-one with the companies behind the respective brands. This is an excellent platform for the different brands to publicize their best products.

**ALUMNA LAUNCHES INSPIRATIONAL BOOK**


Pilar is a distinguished alumna of St. Paul Manila, member of the Board of Trustees of the St. Paul Manila Alumni Foundation, Inc. (SPMAFI), and Chairman of the Paulinian First Fund.

A very spiritual person, Pilar was conferred the Papal Award, *Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice*, on 27 May 2015 in Sentro Pastoral, Isabang, Lucena City. The conferment was officiated by His Eminence Bishop Emilio Marquez of the Archdiocese of Lucena.

She was given the award, the highest given by the Pope to a layman, in recognition of her numerous apostolic and charitable endeavors.

The book launching was witnessed by her classmates, members of BSC 1974. She will have a special launching of the book during the SPMAFI meeting on 5 July 2016.

*BSC 1974 with their classmate, book author, Pilar (seated center).*
ALUMNAE GATHERINGS

High School 1982
Birthday Celebration of Carol Salceda
With Princess Marlene Dauden, Ida F.Hontiveros, Judith Azarcon and Carol Salceda

AB 1984
Lunch for balikbayan, Liberty Chavez-Smith
Fely J’s Kitchen Greenbelt 5
With Aurora Sevilla, Getty Quion-Chavez, Mary Rose Abad-Jimenez, Pinky Cerdenia, Liberty, Grace Albano-Crisostomo, and Josephine Fernandez-Benitez

BSN Alumnae Celebrating
Tina Consing’s Birthday
East Cafe, Rustan's Makati.
11 June 2016
With Sollie Agoncillo, Mercedes Ignacio, Tina McCann-Consing, Anne Cuyegkeng-Duenas, and Carmela Claro-Azurin.

CONDOLENCES

The Paulinian Family concedes
with Emilia Braganza (High School 1966)
on the demise of her brother, Dominador.